Dear Parents,

I write with great pleasure that I speak myself in order to write for a few lines, in answer to your last letter, which came last evening.

This has affected me deeply. The past two weeks have been busy with camp and looking after sheep. I hope your good health is still at present, as they few lines are quite precious.

The army has been greatly helping them all present. The ablest of the regiments are in the army, and many are detailed to look after the farm and railroad.

At the two weeks, we have been detailed about two weeks. By order of Brig. Gen. Cooper, we have plenty of eat and not much to do. We have adopted the stay in and not have two men work for one. There is a great deal of talk about coming home remaining the boy.
I wish you could be here and
cast some of those ripe cherries
they have here. I had a tab
their salt, tomatoes, and more.
Our neighbor, I am sure it is a
positive,aight to two age
how that is sitting ripe well
It is very hard to take the corn
and the MacGart in such a
also raw ripe apples. The idea
does not seem to be at any price. As
I understand, the first 12 and a
week, but it was not till by them
my brother and them is less so
by I hear about your cutting
his west that NAs an leg of
arm. I believe you shall list
of prices at His Kings. cost fours
in the country. Eggs 6, 15, 100c
Yallah! 23, 25
18, 10, 15, 20
Nov 1st, 1st date at New York
one dollar for Enfield

I congratulate you. Hanoverell
her daughter. She is planning
to have some good luck in raising
her and some more. I do
do not know that I hear any one
was inquired. She wished it did not
belong until I can catch 15 years
with all having the proof
de. I will stay here on more than
restlessness, the time stays and
as expected to have.

From your son Ewan Grace
Well, Catherine, I feel glad its thanks
that you have not forget me though.
neither three years after. Tell
not doubt with many times
you expected to hear that your
brother feel in health. But we
are never. God has seen fit to spare
this life thus far and I hope
she will keep it still longer. She
and mother left this day will
beautify the last letter. I will.
before I return home, but 12上面的人在场

从我到近

Conrad, Brans, his sister, Elizabeth

Jo. Gore